Passive Study of Energy Efficiency of a Building with PCM on the Roof during Summer in Casablanca
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Abstract

Energy efficiency in buildings is today a prime objective for energy policy at national and international levels. Because the residential and commercial energy consumption has steadily increased reaching figures between 20% and 40%. The use of thermal insulation of the building envelope is one of the most currently requested solutions to reduce this energy consumption. Phase Change Materials (PCM) have received increased attention due to their ability to store large amounts of thermal energy within narrow temperature ranges. This property makes them ideal for storage of passive heat in the building envelopes. An experimental study was conducted to analyze the influence of PCM in the construction of exterior walls. Two test cells are constructed in the Faculty of Science Ain Chock, Casablanca. One is equipped with a 0.56 cm layer of PCM on its roof while the second is a reference cell without PCM. The results presented for the period from 8th to 10th July 2014 show that the integration of PCM layer reduces the amplitude of instantaneous heat flux through the horizontal wall. The indoor and the internal vertical wall temperatures, in the case of the cell with PCM, are relatively decreased compared to those of the reference one. For example, the maximum deviation between the indoor temperatures of the cubicles is not more than 1.5°C while the one on the west faces reaches 3°C by mid day. Also the inclusion of a layer of PCM shifts the time of peak load and discharge.
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1. Introduction

The energy consumption is expected to increase rapidly in the coming years due to the significant development of the building sector as well as the significant increase in household equipment rate appliances. The Moroccan policy framework is focused on reducing energy consumption in the building sector and so thermal insulation in buildings is imposed as an important factor to achieve thermal comfort for the occupants and to reduce unwanted heat loss or gain. The aim is to reduce the energy consumptions. Note that housing and tertiary (hospitals, hotels…) are responsible for, approximately, 25% of the total energy consumption in Morocco [1]. One such method is to incorporate PCM to the lightweight buildings. Phase Change Materials are smart materials that are based on a simple physical principle: they liquefy absorbing energy from a certain temperature characteristic for each type of materials (generally determined by their chemical formulation), and restore the energy when the temperature of their environment decreases.

When selecting a PCM, its melting and freezing temperatures should be close to the range of the average room air temperature. Then many factors influence the choice of the PCM: weather, building structure and thermo-physical proprieties [2].

The use of phase change materials has been studied since the 1940s [3] [4]. However, their usage in building has been the subject of several studies. Kuznik et al. [5] examined the effect of integration of PCM wallboard in the lateral walls and the ceiling of renovated tertiary building. Two identical rooms have been tested: The first as reference and the second was equipped with an ENERGAIN PCM. This later was characterised by the authors using Differential Scanning Calorimeter Method (DSC). It was reported that its melting and freezing temperatures were 13.6˚C and 23.5˚C, respectively. The results showed that the PCM enhanced the thermal comfort of occupants. They concluded, too, that the thermal comfort improvement could be efficient if the building was of low thermal inertia and if the temperature variations were around the phase change temperature of used PCM.

An energetic and economic study related to the application of PCMs Boards in building enclosures was conducted by Sun et al. [6]. In this study, the solar energy stored by PCM in the day is recovered at night either naturally using outside air, or by using cooling systems that consume electrical energy (less expensive during the night). They developed a heat transfer model to analyse electric energy consumption during the cooling season for five different climate regions in China. Energy saving ration and simple payback period were used to assess the simulation application. Their results showed that the energy saving ratio was 100% when a cold energy source was used and then the use of PCMs did not offer economic benefit from reduced air conditioning. An acceptable payback period was obtained the phase change temperatures were 3˚C higher than mean outdoor temperature. Lee et al. [7] studied thermal performance of building walls integrating PCMs. Heat reduction and heat transfer time delay were evaluated in this work. The PCM was incorporated as thin layers placed longitudinally within the walls at different depths. Note that this study was realized experimentally using two test houses and concerning the thermal performance of the south and west facing walls with and without PCMs. Five positions of PCM layer was examined (1 to 5 from inside to outside) at intervals of 1.27 cm. The results showed that the optimal location of PCM layer (location for which heat transfer reduction was maximum) in the south wall was 2.54 cm and that in the west wall was 1.27 cm from the wallboard. Peak heat flux reductions were 51% and 29.7%, at these locations, for the south wall and the west wall, respectively. The maximum heat flux time delays were 6.3 h (PCM placed at the wallboard) for the south wall and 2.3 h in the west wall (PCM located at 1.27 cm from the wallboard). Thermal performance of a PCMTS was evaluated, using a dynamic wall simulator, by Jin et al. [8]. In this work authors used a mixture of gypsum and PCMs (10% by weight of PCMs). They developed a PCM layer integrated into a prototype walls and they evaluated the thermal performance of this system in three different locations within the cavity of a typical North American building walls. The experimental results showed that, compared to a wall without PCMTS, the peak heat fluxes were reduced by as much as 11% when the thermal shield was placed in the inward-most location next to the internal face of the gypsum wallboard within the wall cavity. The PCM thermal shield produced only small effects on the peak heat fluxes when it was placed half way between the enclosing surfaces of the internal cavity of the wall and almost no effect when it was placed next to the internal face of the outermost layer of the wall.

Two identical cells with Vacuum Insulation Panels (VIP) light wallboards with and without PCM were studied by Ahmad et al. [9]. Temperature and heat flux were determined and compared to a numerical simulation with TRNSYS software. The study showed that the PCM could reduce the indoor temperature amplitude. In Lleida (Spain), Castell et al. [10] tested several cubicles that were made with conventional and alveolar brick. Two different microencapsulated PCMs (SP-25 A8 (hydrate Salt with melting point 26˚C) and RT-27 (paraffin,
melting temperature 28°C) provided by RUBITHERM) were added to the cubicles. Two different experiments were performed: the first measuring the indoor temperature and the second measuring the consumption when domestic heat pumps controlled the inner temperature for the cubicles. The temperatures in the cubicles with PCM were reduced compared with the cubicle without PCM and the energy consumption of the cavities using RT-27+PU was reduced about 15% compared to cells with PU, while the cavities with the SP-25+Alveolar had achieved 17% of energy reduction, compared to cubicle with alveolar one.

In a large scale, Mandilaras et al. [11] studied a two-story typical family house in mid-west Greece, which incorporated gypsum panels with PCM. Experimental measurements performed with an unoccupied house showed that the indoor air temperatures, in all thermal zones of the building, do not significantly vary during a 24 h day-night cycle, leading to a decrease in the decrement factor and an increase in the time lag.

The objective of this study is to evaluate the thermal performance of residential walls equipped with a phase change material on the roof during summer 2014. The experimental set-up consists of two identical cells built at the Faculty of Science Ain Chock Casablanca.

2. Experimental Setup

The experimental set-up consists of two cells, kind of living rooms, located at the Faculty of Science Ain Chock (FSAC), Hassan II University of Casablanca, Figure 1(a). The first sample (reference cavity) is made with standard walls, and the other one is equipped with PCM on the roof. They are equipped with 75 Thermocouples K-Type (2/10 mm). The assembly is connected to a data acquisition as shown in Figure 1(b).

2.1. Phase Change Material (PCM)

The phase change material (PCM) used is Energain product qualified by Dupont de Nemours (Luxembourg) company. The product in the form of panel consisting of two aluminium sheets 130 μm thick is composed of a solid compound copolymer (ethylene, 40%) and paraffin (60%).

The panels have dimension of 1 m × 1.2 m × 0.00526 m and melting temperature of PCM (paraffin) is 21.7°C, an enthalpy of 70 kJ/kg. The thermal conductivity is 0.18 Wm⁻¹·K⁻¹ in the solid phase and decreases to about 0.14 Wm⁻¹·K⁻¹ in liquid phase. The Energain panel 5 mm thickness is equivalent to 30 mm of concrete as a function of temperature. The choice of this PCM is mainly dictated by its melting temperature, which is close to human comfort and its availability in the market.

2.2 Test Cells

The cavities have dimensions of 3 m × 3 m × 3 m, Figure 1(a). The north wall is equipped with a laminated wooden door (1 m × 2 m) and a single glazed window (1 m × 1 m). The vertical walls have a thickness of 30.62 cm and are composed of five layers (1 cm of mortar, 7 cm of alveolar yellow brick, 14 cm of air layer, 7 cm of alveolar yellow brick and 1 cm of mortar). The outer face of the roof is covered with PCM panels. Thus, the ceiling is composed of the following layers (from inside to outside): 2 cm of mortar, 12 cm of heavy concrete, 2 cm of mortar and 0.526 cm of PCM.

2.3. Instrumentation and Measurements

The cells are instrumented with thermocouples K-type (2/10 mm) in each wall. They are, carefully, welded,
ensuring that the weld is of the same diameter that the two wires. Then, they are calibrated and connected to multiplexers in the data acquisition device. The absolute thermal errors ($\Theta_{\text{measured}} - \Theta_{\text{set point}}$) do not exceed 0.1°C. The thermocouples are distributed in order to access to the average temperatures of all the walls and the indoor temperature of the samples.

Note that, achieving temperatures and heat flux measurements in a cell at the scale 1 in-situ is facing a serious control problem of boundary conditions. They are conditioned by the weather conditions of the site, which vary considerably with time.

We recall that experimental determination of the thermal resistance of walls always presents practical problems in the field for thermal analysis as well as for the determination of energy savings. In recent years, experimental activity has been conducted solely in the laboratory using prototypes of walls built with reduced scale. In particular, the test facility designed and built prototypes based on directives that met the objectives of a large set of international standards [12]. Measurements of both surface temperatures and heat flux related to a wall in steady state conditions were thus determined. Also, one must to consider that, notwithstanding the extreme accuracy of the measurement in the laboratory, the thermal resistance of the wall determined in-situ might present a significant deviation from the resistance determined from the prototype. This deviation is due not only to the inevitable differences among supplies of the same material made in different time periods, but also to the inevitable differences in the conditions of wall-building [13].

In our procedure, we chose the period from 8th to 10th July in this study, because it shows some moderation in Casablanca weather fluctuations, compared to other periods of summer.

2.4. Weather Data

The cavities are located in Casablanca FSAC (33°32’N latitude, 7°39’W longitude and altitude 57 m). The weather data used in this study are those relating to 8th to 10th July 2014, measured using our weather station installed on the roof of the FSAC. These data were measured with a time step of one hour and concerning: Outdoor temperature, humidity, global solar radiation, wind speed and wind direction. Note that for this period, external temperature fluctuations are not very important and do not exceed 6°C as shown in Figure 2. Global heat radiation is presented in Figure 3. It is practically identical for the three days of measurement. It maximum value is around 850 W/m². Against, the wind speed has varied considerably between the nights of 8th to 9th July, Figure 4. These fluctuations will act on the outer heat exchange coefficient and thus the thermal resistance of the walls.

3. Equations

The equation used to calculate the thermal resistance for different walls is as follows:
Figure 3. Solar radiation (W/m²), 8th to 10 July 2014.

Figure 4. Wind Speed variation, 8th to 10 July 2014.

\[ R_i = \sum_{i}^{\infty} \frac{e_i}{\lambda_i} \quad i = 1, \cdots, n \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\( n \): number of the wall layers.

However, in large spaces such as wall cavities, heat can still be lost across the air layer (inside the wall) by convection and radiation.

Table 1 summarizes the calculation of the thermal resistance of the various walls taking into account their composition.

The thermal conductivity of air is about 0.026 W/mK, the value 0.09 W/mK, considered in this work (Table 1, found in TRNSYS16 database) reflects the weak natural convection that may exist in the layer air.

The heat flux exchanged is calculated relating to the overall strength taking into account the internal natural convection and the external free convection:

\[ \phi = \frac{\Delta \theta}{\frac{1}{h_i} + R_i + \frac{1}{h_e}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)
Table 1. Characteristics of the different layers of the walls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wall</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thickness (e) (mm)</th>
<th>Thermal Conductivity (λ) (W∙m⁻¹∙K⁻¹)</th>
<th>Resistance (R) (m²∙K∙W⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertical walls</td>
<td>Mortar</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brick</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air gap</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1.555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brick</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mortar</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PCM</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mortar</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heavy concrete</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mortar</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mortar</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polyesterene</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>2.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heavy concrete</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calc</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>0.133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The thermal convective heat transfer coefficient describing heat exchanged along the external and internal faces of the building walls, can be calculated using approximated correlations from previous work [14] [15], respectively:

\[
h_e = -0.0203V^2 + 1.766V + 12.263 \quad \text{(W∙m}^2\text{∙K}^{-1}) \tag{3}
\]

\[
h_i = 8.3 \quad \text{(W∙m}^2\text{∙K}^{-1}) \tag{4}
\]

4. Results and Discussion

In order to minimize the heat gain in the summer period, we placed the PCM on the roof of the test cell. To highlight the contribution of PCM for insulation against the solar radiation and storage, we performed a systematic comparison of the internal and external temperatures of the walls and the room temperature with and without PCM. The preliminary results presented in this paper are obtained for the period from 8th to 10th July 2014, for which we consider that the boundary conditions are fairly stable and uniform in order to use the steady state method in our evaluation process of thermal resistance.

Thermal Profiles

Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustrate the temperature variations of west and south walls of the two cavities, respectively. These walls are exposed to solar radiation more than the other plates. In case of the west wall of the sample with PCM (Figure 5), the temperature of the inside surface is lower than the inner temperature of the same wall of that without PCM, during the day. The situation is reversed during the night. It turns that the integration of PCM on the roof can reduce the temperature fluctuations of 2.53°C during our test period. Figure 6 shows that the external temperature fluctuated from 20.70°C to 31.56°C and the internal temperature is varying between a minimum of 25.67°C and a maximum of 29.01°C for the cavity with PCM while in the case without PCM, it varies from 25.7°C to 30.04°C, during these three days. The incorporate PCM in the ceiling allows a reduction of the temperature for different walls of the cavity (different orientations).

Moreover, we can observe a remarkable difference between the surface temperatures of west wall and that of the south wall, in both cases (with and without PCM), it is due to the significant insolation received by the south faces.

The variation of the indoor temperature of the two cells (with and without PCM) is shown in Figure 7. It is found that the indoor temperature of the cubicle with PCM is reduced by 1.5°C compared to the one without PCM. This can be explained by the good thermal inertia presented by the phase change material (PCM). This difference between indoor temperatures is directly affecting the comfort sensation, according the well-established comfort theories. In Table 2 we summarized the thermal time shifts for the cell walls.

The reduction of heat inputs through the ceiling (by introduction of the PCM) does not only affect the
temperature of the walls but also the indoor temperature of the cell. The latter is the result of heat exchange between the cavity and the outside through the walls (usually it is calculated by weighting temperatures of different surfaces). The latter (walls) are at different temperatures, for given time (depending on their orientation). The differences that present the wall temperatures for both cavities are not synchronized (when the difference related to the southern walls is low, that of the East walls are important and so on). Knowing that the indoor temperatures are closely related to those of the walls at a specific time, it is normal that the gap between them will not be comparable to those of walls.
We present the heat transfer between the two cavities and the outside in terms of heat flux densities through the various walls. In this paper, only those relating to the ceilings, the west and the south walls will be exposed and discussed.

Figure 8 shows the heat flux evolution of the two ceilings with and without PCM. First, we note that, there is a significant gap between the two heat flux densities during this period. The insulation effect of PCM is clearly visible during the day as can be seen on the maximum curve ($\phi_{max, with\ PCM} = 58.35$ W/m$^2$, $\phi_{max, without\ PCM} = 63.80$ W/m$^2$). The Aluminium layer reflects a significant portion of solar radiation in our setup. It will reduce, significantly, the solar flux absorbed by the PCM, knowing its reflectivity against the radiation which is about 0.9. In this work, we have not considered this aspect because our objective was focused on the study of the thermal efficiency of the local, but we evaluated the effect of the entire PCM panel. In further configurations, we will cover the panels by a very few reflector materials to highlight the only effect of PCM. The effect of the thermal inertia is very clear; a delay of three hours is observed (Table 2). This leads to a significant reduction in energy consumption during the discharge period (night). The cells do not cool in the same way. In fact, the heat flux density on the cell with PCM remains greater than or equal to zero while that of the reference cell drops to $-10$ W/m$^2$. This is due to the refund of the amount of heat previously stored (in the form of latent heat) in the PCM.

Based on the analysis of representative figures of the heat flux exchanged through the vertical walls, we distinguish the emergence of two phenomena during the day. As an example, we present Figure 9 and Figure 10 showing heat fluxes related to the West and South walls of the two cavities. Generally, it is noted that the heat flux values range from maximum (positive) and minimum (negative) for a period of 24 hours. From 6 h 00 to 13 h 00 both cells yield the same heat flux density while for the rest of the day, the exchanged heat flux are different.
from one cell to the other one. Through the west wall, the maximum value in the cavity without PCM is 2.98 W/m², while in the cell with PCM; it reaches 2.62 W/m². This remark also applies to the south wall. We can note also that the time shift is approximately 6 hours for the two walls. So it is an important thermal inertia introduced by the PCM.

During the first period, the similarity of the heat flux is due to internal wall temperatures, which are substantially equal. The difference observed in the second period is due to the time shift between the internal and external temperatures of the two cells (see Figure 2 and Figure 3).
The heat flux through the ceiling is almost 10 times greater than those for vertical faces. The difference of the heat fluxes of the two ceilings arrives to 11.2 W/m². This suggests the importance of the ceiling insulation against solar radiation in Morocco.

5. Conclusions

We conducted an experimental study of the thermal performance of two cavities like living quarters built, in-situ within the Faculty of Science Ain Chock, Casablanca. One of them is equipped with a PCM on the roof, during summer of 2014.

The results show that the integration of PCM on the roof of the building reduces the indoor temperatures of the cells by 1.5°C and those of the internal walls of 2.53°C. We also note that the amplitude of thermal oscillations of south and west walls decreases.

The study of heat transfer, through the vertical walls and ceilings of the two cells, led to conclude that the PCM was a good insulation and storage agent on the one hand, and greatly increased the thermal inertia of the cavity with PCM, on the other hand (due to the return of the heat stored during the day).

According to the same study, it is imperatively important to insulate the ceilings of residential premises against solar radiation: the gap between the two streams of the ceiling with and without PCM reaches 11.2 W/m². Note that solar radiation constitutes the major part of the overall gain in Morocco. Therefore, there will be a significant reduction of energy used to cool the local. Furthermore, there is a significant time shift presented by the temperatures and the heat flux densities due to PCM incorporated in the ceiling.
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Appendix

Nomenclature

\( e \): Thickness, mm.
\( h_e \): Outdoor thermal convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m\(^2\)\( \cdot \)K).
\( h_i \): Inside thermal convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m\(^2\)\( \cdot \)K).

\textit{PCM}: Phase Change Material.

\( r \): Thermal resistance of a wall layer (m\(^2\)/W\( \cdot \)K).
\( R_t \): Global thermal resistance of wall (m\(^2\)/W\( \cdot \)K).

\( \Delta \theta \): Temperature gap (\( \Theta_w - \Theta_{we} \)) (°C).

\( \Delta t \): Thermal Time shift.

\( \phi \): Heat flux, W/m\(^2\).

\( \lambda \): Thermal conductivity (W/m\( \cdot \)K).

\( \Theta_w \): Internal temperature of the wall (°C).

\( \Theta_{we} \): External temperature of the wall (°C).

Subscripts

\( i \): internal.
\( e \): external.

\( \text{max} \): maximum.
\( \text{min} \): minimum.

\( \text{we} \): external face of wall.

\( \text{wi} \): internal face of wall.
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